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EXTEMPORA CLUB ACTIVITY 
Date: 26th March 2019 at 1.30 P.M. 

 

Faculty coordinator: 

  Mrs. Kavitha S patil 

   Assistant professor Dept of ISE 

  Judge For the Event 

  Mrs. Kavitha Vasanth 

   Assistant professor Dept of ISE 

 

Venue : Room number Ac 208 

 
Description of the Activity: A debate club gives students all the ability a fun way of 

developing a oral skill. Club also informs students more about political and global affairs or 

provide a venue for the students to train for debate competition with local college or at the 

national level. 

The Basic Rules of Debates 

As mentioned before, debates follow a structure to keep the communication flow organized. 

Students should keep the following rules in mind: 

1. The affirmative side is the first to speak up. A response from the negative side then 

follows. Each member of the opposing sides should take their turns in speaking. 

2. Each speaker is given a maximum of one minute to speak. Once the time runs out, the 



speaker must close their speech or be halted. 

3. Interruption on the speaker is strictly prohibited. 

4. The audience, who often act as judges, cannot participate in the debate. 

5. The voting from the audience is often done with a show of hands. The majority wins. 

 

 

Debate Topics 

• Is technology increasing people’s quality of life? 

• Is artificial intelligence dangerous? 

• Should potential employers consider an applicant’s social media during a job 

application? 

• Are cameras on drones effective in maintaining security in public spaces or are they a 

violation of privacy? 

• Should humans invest in technology to colonize other planets 

• Has email improved communication? 

 

Programs organizes: 

 
❖ Intra department debate programs 

❖ Annual inter department debate program 
. 

Number of Participants : 28 Participants. 

 

Outcome of the Program: 
 

1. Focuses on giving student of all abilities a fun way of developing their oracy skills 

2. It helps to improve the critical thinking and confident communication among 

students. 

3. Developing effective speech composition and delivery. 

4. Encouraging teamwork. 

5. Enhancing the ability to structure and organize thoughts. 

6.  Improving rigorous higher order and critical thinking skills. 

 

   AWARDS 

Winner: Mr. Vishnunandan 

 



 
Runner: Ms Yuktha  
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